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There's a maiden I see, She's as fair as can be. Though I go far away, Still my thoughts always stray, To that melody.

That is one half as sweet, Now my joy is complete. When it rings in my ear, Then it seems she is near. Whispers in a whirl.

She's the liveliest queen, That has ever been seen, So I'll hasten the time, When this girl can be mine.
And when she is near, My senses all flee, She's everyone can see.  
For it's plainly seen, I want her to say In a trance to me, Singing in my ear.  
Different way, You know what I mean.

CHORUS

"All the day through, I keep thinking of you, And your smile sweet smile.  
I can't keep still for you give me a thrill When you smile.
all the while — I like you so, You're a wonderful beau,

If you should ask me I couldn't say no — It's plain to be seen that you know what I

mean by your loving style — I like your eyes, They're

naughty but wise, And your smile, sweet smile.